Instructor’s Guide Quick Start
The BookShark Instructor’s Guide (IG) is designed to make
your educational experience as easy as possible. We have
carefully organized the materials to help you and your
children get the most out of the subjects covered. If you
need help reading your schedule, see “How to Use the
Schedule Page” just before Week 1 begins.
Notes
Schedule
cOre a

Bible
Egermeier’s
Bible Story Book

pp. 10–12

Week

nOtes

Timeline Instructions

d

d

d

pp. 22–27

To Discuss After You Read
Q:

Memorization
All have sinned and fall short of the glory of God. (Romans 3:23)
Sing the Word: From A to Z “All have sinned”—Track 1
Timelines are helpful because not every book we

History/Geography
The Usborne Children’s
Encyclopedia

pp. 114–115

Living Long Ago

5-Day: I Heard Good
News Today

chap. I

5-Day: The Story
About Ping
The Llama Who Had
No Pajama
The Arnold Lobel Book of
Mother Goose

read will be in chronological order. When we read them
and mark dates on our timeline, we are better able
to understand how events fit together: which things
occurred at the same time, which things came first, and
which things came later.
You may wish to use the figures we sell, or use color
markers, pens,
and pencils to write
on your timeline the
pp. 2–3; 26–27
pp. 50–51
names and dates of significant events, persons, etc.
Whatever method you use, we believe your overall
sense of history will be enhanced if you maintain thischap. 60
discipline throughout the year.


pp. 116–117

Why did God rest on the 7th day?
as an example to use, please find additional questions at
the back of the Bible book

Memorization | Romans 3:23
Find the verses your children will memorize on the
weekly schedule. After your children memorize these
verses, we recommend they say the name of the letter of
the alphabet before saying the verse itself. Thus: “A—All
have sinned and fall short of the glory of God. Romans
3:23. B—Believe in the Lord Jesus …,” etc.

We also strongly encourage you to have your children
memorize the verse and the reference to help in locating
the verse in the Bible itself.
Our purpose in this assignment is not only to instill
good Scriptures within our children’s hearts and
minds, but to help them develop confidence and
Sonlight’s geography program weaves throughout the
ability in public speaking.
every
chaps. year
II–III with assignments
chap. IV from almost
chap.
V book you read.
Encourage your children to say their verses loudly,
Look for the  symbol on the schedule page. This will
boldly, and with a lot of expression, this adds a sense
alert you to a map assignment that day. Use the maps
of drama to the words.
we have included with each day's map assignment Entire
to book
Over the next 26 weeks or so, your children will
find each location. Then help your children locate each 
memorize one Bible verse per week (and one verse per
place on your Markable Map using a washable pen. (We
letter of the alphabet). When your children have mastered
recommend Vis-a-Vis®
the entire group of verses, we encourage you to have
p. 8 pens. If you should accidentally
use a non-washable marker, rubbing alcohol can
them present the verses to an audience—either you,
remove those errant marks.)
your family and guests, a homeschool group, or your
church or Sunday school.
pp. 5–6 The Markable Map
p. 7 The map on which
The coordinates
assignment
marking the location
you will find the
Sing the Word: From A–Z | “All have sinned” Track 1

p. 7

indication

on the map

assigned place

Miscellaneous
Create-a-Calendar

A:

Markable Map

Read-Alouds
The Boxcar Children

cOre a

Day 1

Throughout the year, we will provide Timeline
suggestions from your assigned reading here in your
Bible
Notes. We mark them with a d symbol. If we use
the d symbol, please find a figure in the Sonlight
Egermeier's Bible Story Book | pp. 10–12
Timeline
Week Figure packet.
scheduLe Note: We read a story Bible to give our children the
You should either use the timeline sold by Sonlight
full flow of the Bible’s content. We read Egermeier’s
Curriculum, or make a timeline for the wall of your room
because it chooses the stories well, is readable, and
using 8½"x 11" paper (taped sideways, end to end), one
compelling. My children often pleaded with me to “keep
inch for every 100 years or so.
on reading.” May our children grow up to understand
the Word and to love it.

Tape
See “About
Biblical Dates”
in Introductory
material
Sec. One
100 years
pp. 12–16
pp.
16–18
pp. in
18–21

 London,
England (F2) South Wales (F3) (map 3)
Days of the Week. See Notes for more
information.

This IG includes an entire 36-week schedule, notes,
assignments, readings, and other educational activities.
For specific organizational tips, topics and skills addressed,
the timeline schedule, and other suggestions for the
parent/teacher see Section Three. What helpful features
can you expect from the IG?

Easy to use
Everything you need is located right after the schedule each week. If
a note appears about a concept in a book, it’s easy to find it right after
the schedule based on the day the relevant reading is scheduled.

This great mnemonic aid Sing the Word, allows the
entire set of 26 scripture verses in the Bible program to
be easier to memorize and a blast to learn! Music is a
great tool when trying to remember something. Listen to
this track the entire week.

Field Trip/Practical
Life Skills

Parent
Student
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From Jerusalem to Irian Jaya—Map 1
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Same View Maps
Students will plot map locations on their blank maps, while you
check their answers with your answer keys of the same view.
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Other Notes

American Historical Literature | Parent Guide | Section Three | Instructor’s Guide Resource | 25

Doctrinal Studies/History of … | Parent Guide | Section Three | Instructor’s Guide Resources | 5

American Historical Literature | Parent Guide | Section Three | Instructor’s Guide Resource | 25

To Discuss After You Read
These sections help you hone in on the basics of a book so you
can easily know if your children comprehend the material. The
questions are numbered to help you reference between the
Parent Guide and the Student Guide.
Vocabulary
These sections include terms related to cultural literacy
and general vocabulary words in one easy-to-find place.
Notes
When relevant, you’ll find notes about specific books to help
you know why we’ve selected a particular resource and what
we hope children will learn from reading it. Keep an eye on
these notes to also provide you with insights on more difficult concepts or content (look for “Note to Mom or Dad”).

Section Three

Instructor’s Guide Resources

Section Four
New User Information

Instructor’s Guide Resources and New User Information
Don’t forget to familiarize yourself with some of the great helps in
Section Three and Section Four so you’ll know what’s there and can
turn to it when needed.

American Historical Literature | Parent Guide | Section One | 5

How to Use the Schedule

LITERATURE /LANGUAGE ARTS J
Date:

Day 1

WEEK 1
1

Day 2

2

SCHEDULE

Day 3

3

Day 4

4

Day 5

5

Literature

Write in the week's
date for your records.

The Thief

chap 1
N

chap. 2

chap. 3

chap. 4
d

Language Arts
Creative Expression
Alternative Spelling

The d symbol
indicates there is a
timeline suggestion in
the notes for that day.

Additional space for
your record keeping.

Use the extra row to
schedule additional
assignments or
activities.
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Optional:
Wordly Wise 3000 Book 8

Looking Back and Ahead (journal) N
Pretest

Write

Lesson 1 &
Exercise 1A

Sentences

Posttest

Exercise 1B

Exercise 1C

Other Notes

Setting

Day 1

The characters dwell and travel in Sounis, Eddis, and
Attolia, three imaginary countries something like Greece,
something like ancient times, but with watches and an occasional gun (first invented in the ninth century).

Literature
The Thief | Chapter 1
You may want to read the “Literary Analysis Overview,”
located in Section Three before you read the notes below.
Overview

The magus (wise advisor) of Sounis takes talented thief
Gen out of prison in order to steal the hidden treasure.
As they travel, they share myths; they are set upon by
soldiers; they risk death at every turn. This is an awesome
book with a surprising twist at the end!

Characters

In The Thief, you’ll get to know Gen and the Magus best,
in addition to their travel companions Ambiades, Sophos,
and Pol. However, because Gen tells the story, he controls
what you know about them and himself. He knows no
background about his companions ans has no need to explain to readers his own background. So be careful about
placing too much trust in perspective—one of these
characters is not whom he seems!

N Special Note to Mom or Dad

Classical Literature & Language Arts J | Parent Guide | Section Two | Week 1 | 1

More notes with important
information about specific books.
The N symbol provides you with a heads-up
about difficult content. We tell you what to
expect and often suggest how to talk about it
with your kids.

American Historical Literature | Section Four | New User Information | 1

Literature/Language Arts
Date:

Literature
Children of the Longhouse
A Treasury of Poetry for
Young People

Day 1

Week 1
1

Day 2

2

Schedule

Day 3

3

Day 4

chaps. 1-2

chaps. 3-4

chaps. 5-6

chaps. 7-8

pp. 9–13

p. 14

p. 15

pp. 16–17

Sentences

Posttest

Exercise 1B

Exercise 1C

4

Day 5

5

Language Arts
Creative Expression
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Alternative Spelling
Optional:
Wordly Wise 3000 Book 8

Literary Analysis Overview & Two Perspectives
Pretest

Write

Lesson 1 &
Exercise 1A

Other Notes

Literature

If you’d like your students to have more practice, we
recommend the Wordly Wise program. We schedule this
optional workbook for you in this guide, under the Language Arts Section.

Children of the Longhouse | Chapters 1–2

Vocabulary

Day 1

Vocabulary

Rationale: Knowing definitions is critical to understanding. That’s why we’ve included important vocabulary
terms in your Instructor’s Guide. More common terms
that your students may not know are listed first, followed
by, where applicable, cultural literacy terms that provide
depth to stories but may not be commonly known. Read
the vocabulary sections aloud to your student, then have
them guess the meanings of the bold italic words. Or
have them look up the definitions as they read through
their assignments. We provdide the answers in this Parent
Guide.

Water drum: a clay or wooden pot, filled with water, with
a skin stretched over the top—such a drum has a deep
resonant sound.
To Discuss After You Read

Find a map of the area on the pages directly following
the Title Page.
Find a list of Mohawk vocabulary words on page 152.
The Strawberry Moon Festival happened when the days
are the longest—around June 21st.

N Special Note to Mom or Dad

 Map Point

d

Timeline Suggestion

American Historical Literature | Parent Guide | Section Two | Week 1 | 1

Note: The Parent Guide includes both the discussion
questions and answers. Answers follow the arrow symbol.
The Student Guide only includes the questions.
1. Why is Grabber someone to both admire and not
respect?  while he is strong, a hard-worker, a good
hunter, and excels at strategic games, he is also impatient, sullen, angry and does not listen to good advice
2. Grabber claims the Anen:taks had not traded fairly.
Why might that be an inaccurate statement?  no one
is forced to trade—if one does not like an offer, one
does not need to accept
Notice how the tribe manages the strawberry field. They
thank the strawberries for the food and the people keep
the area clear by burning it each fall.

4. Describe the role of the Good Men, the Roia:ne. 
they were chosen to speak for the people; they were
forbidden to go to war, kill people, or steal; three were
chosen from each clan with a total of 50 men
5. What was the role of the War Captain? What was necessary to go to war? Do you think this is a good method?
 to lead the people when it was necessary to fight
and to train the people to be ready to fight; he did so in
the council of the Roi:ane; the path of war must first go
through the lodge of peace and the people must agree
6. How did the leaders teach? What do you think of the
model?  they would not tell people what to do but
would explain why a plan was not good and what the
consequences of an action might be; they sought to
encourage people to pursue good and wise behavior
7. Describe life in the longhouse.  the people lived
together in one long building with twelve fires down
the length with each fire shared by two families; the
longhouse stood four times as tall as a man; each fire
had a smoke hole above it; each slept on his or her own
bench and stored precious belongs below the bench;
each family had a partition to close off their space; it
housed 50 families—around 200 people
Kanatsiohareke—see the map in the front of the book.
8. What role did women hold in a village?  to carry on
life; to garden; to hold the family together; to unify the
clan; to choose the male leaders based on character
9. The clan leader modestly opens the Strawberry Festival. What does the service include?  thanksgiving to
the Creator which produces contentment; social dancing with drums, rattles and singing—the dancing is to
show happiness and thanks

• Great Midwinter Ceremony: probably to encourage the people during the cold months
• Thanks to the Maple Festival: early spring when
the maple sap/syrup runs
• Thunder Dance: late spring when thunderstorms
come in—the people celebrated the rain that nurtures and cleanses the earth
• Moon Dance: to celebrate the grandmother who
watches from the night sky
• Strawberry Festival: a celebration of the first fruits
of the season
• Planting Ceremony: to be thankful as seeds went
in the ground
• Bean Dance: to celebrate crops that sustain
• Green Corn Dance: a reminder that each crop is
important
• Harvest Dance: thankfulness for all the crops given
• Moon Dance: (occurred twice?)
• End of Season Ceremony: the time prior to the
dark time of year with stories told
Notice that Americans celebrate one day of Thanksgiving compared to how the Iroquois people celebrated with
thankfulness almost every month.

A Treasury of Poetry for Young People | pp. 9–13

Language Arts
Creative Expression | Literary Analysis Overview
and Two Perspectives
If you have completed any of the BookShark Language
Arts courses in the past, you’ll notice some differences between this course and the courses intended for beginner
and intermediate students. For one thing, we anticipate
that students at this level will be able to work much more
independently on all of their school work, which includes
the weekly writing assignments. Therefore, in many weeks,
we will simply introduce the assignment on Day 1, and
expect students to turn in a final, polished copy on Day 4.
Does that mean you can procrastinate and quickly
throw something together on Day 3? Well, we wouldn’t
recommend it. If you have used our program previously,
you have been well trained to follow the steps in the
writing process: to plan, draft, revise and produce a clean
final copy. Now that you’re older, you are able to complete
these steps independently to produce the same highquality work.
However, a few weeks this year—like next week, for
example—we will provide some additional instructions on
Days 2–4, so check the notes each day to make sure you’re
not missing out on any important instructions we might
have left for you.

2 | Week 1 | Section Two | Parent Guide | American Historical Literature
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3. What was the role of the clan mother?  the tribe had
three clan mothers who worked to help everyone follow the right path (with wise council), they chose the
Good Men who would represent their village within
the councils with the other two clans and in the meetings of the League of Five Nations, and they were in
charge of the food for celebration ceremonies

The festivals listed include:

Note to Parents: As we would like your students to
work on writing throughout the week, we present most
assignments in full on Day 1. Plan to have the Creative Expression assignment due on Day 4 unless otherwise noted
Literary Analysis Overview

Please read the “Literary Analysis Overview,” located
in Section Three before you begin this week’s Creative
Expression assignment.

©2020 by BookShark, LLC. All rights reserved. Do not copy without written permission from BookShark, LLC.

Two Perspectives

Think of an example in your life, or create one from your
imagination, about the perspectives of two opposing
people. The thoughts of two people whose cars crashed?
The thoughts of master and pet while dog training? How
you felt when your parents disciplined you for something
you did (or did not) deserve?
Write a one-page paper that demonstrates the “otherness” the parties’ experiences. Write as either a back-andforth description or from one party’s perspective. Can you
convey not only both parties thoughts in your description
but their emotions as well?
Note to Parents: This paper should challenge your students to describe two opposing sides equally. We imagine
it won’t be too difficult for them to describe something
from the perspective they agree with, but what about
from the opposite viewpoint? Touch base with them today
to find out what they plan to describe and how they plan
to do it. If your students choose a back-and-forth description, watch for consistent use of first-person perspectives
for each party. If they instead retell the events from just
one party’s perspective, the challenge lies in conveying
the other party’s thoughts and feelings. Help redirect
them if you think their descriptions are too one-sided.
If you feel like turning your students lose for an entire
week without checking in with them isn’t a good idea at
this point, plan to hold a regular casual “meeting” on Day
2 or 3 just to touch base and see how things are going.
Do they have any questions? Are they struggling with
something? Would they value a few of your thoughts on
their rough draft before they write the final? If they would
like you to review a rough draft, require that they have
a complete draft written by Day 3, and then ask them to
sit with you while you read so you can speak with them
directly about parts you find confusing or rough, and they
can work to improve the writing as you go. Time management, problem solving, creativity, planning, drafting, editing, and revising: they are still honing all of these skills and
it’s still okay for you to provide feedback and guidance as
they do so.
We usually include a rubric in the Day 4 notes of each
week to help you evaluate your students’ writing pieces
more easily, so look for those when you are ready to
review each assignment. If you think it would help your
students to know how they will be evaluated each week,
consider sharing the rubric with them at the beginning of
the week. For more information about rubrics and helpful

tips for teaching Language Arts, please see the “Teaching
Writing to High School Students” article in Section Four.

Spelling
If you don’t have a spelling program we provide one
for you. See the schedule and notes under the heading
“Alternative Spelling.”

Alternative Spelling
Our spelling program consists of 500 of the most commonly misspelled words in American English. One way to
use these words:
Day 1: Give your students a pretest. Read the spelling
words for the week to your students. Have them write the
words and see how many they can spell correctly without
seeing them first.
Day 2: Have your students write out each of the words
three times. If any are spelled wrong on Day 1, have your
students write the misspelled words ten times.
Day 3: Have your students incorporate each spelling
word into a sentence, making sure they use the word in
the proper context.
Day 4: Give your students a posttest. Read the spelling
words to your students. They may either recite them orally
or write them as you say them. We suggest you add any
misspelled words onto the next week’s spelling list.

Alternative Spelling | Pretest
Words: absence, academic, accept, access, cafeteria,
calendar, campaign, dangerous, deceive, ecstasy, facilities,
ignorance, pamphlet, pandemonium

Optional: Wordly Wise 3000 Book 8 | Lesson 1 &
Exercise 1A

Day 2
Literature
Children of the Longhouse | Chapters 3–4
To Discuss After You Read

10. Prior to metal tools, how did Uncle carve a cup?  he
used fire with a burning coal and a stone to scrape the
bowl and a flint (or stone knife) to carve
11. Why was a carved cup important?  it indicated your
clan, allowed one to drink and remain watchful , allowed the drinker to access the cleaner, colder water
far below the surface, and could be used to dip soup
from the heated pot
12. How do Ohkw’ri and his uncle communicate when
Ohkw’ri comes to ask his uncle a question?  the uncle
continues to work to allow his nephew time to gather
his thoughts; the uncle does not speak unless he is
asked a question; each speaker tries to think through
how to speak wisely

American Historical Literature | Parent Guide | Section Two | Week 1 | 3

13. Notice that Big Tree gestures with his lips when he
wants to point. How could this be more effective than
pointing with a hand?  it forces the listener to watch
the face of the leader, and it allows communication
without tying up the hands needed for hunting or
fighting
Big Tree carved “two man-high poles” with “powerful
wooden faces that spoke with the voices of the great beings during ceremonies.” The Mohawk believed in spirits
beyond the Creator.

Day 3
Literature
Children of the Longhouse | Chapters 5–6
Vocabulary

Cradleboard flower: probably the Jack in the Pulpit plant.
To Discuss After You Read

19. How did the Bear Clan women come to be known as
healers?  they alone of all the tribes remembered
their teachings, and cared for and welcomed the dirty
and sick Creator in disguise

15. Retell the story of how the clan had come to their land.
 the people lived west of the Missouri River on the
great plains; after a disagreement the clan moved east;
clans went different directions and became different
peoples; they passed Niagara Falls and Lake Ontario;
they settled among the Anen:tak people who enslaved
them; they escaped to freedom; when their captors capsized in a storm and were weakened, the people made
peace and began to trade with their former captors

20. What key message do the stories Otsi:stia remembers
hold?  kindness begets good treatment

16. When Ohkwa’ri cuts saplings for his lodge, how does he
do so?  he explains his need to the mother tree; he
explains how the cutting can aid the other saplings by
giving them more room; he cuts close to the ground so
no one would trip; and he uses the smaller branches in
a brush pile for animals to use as shelter
17. How does Younger Uncle teach?  through hand motions and by example
18. Okwa’ri’s mother claims that when someone has something taken from them, the Creator gives them something in return. Do you agree?

A Treasury of Poetry for Young People | p. 14

Language Arts
Creative Expression | Literary Analysis Overview
and Two Perspectives
Alternative Spelling | Write
Words: absence, academic, accept, access, cafeteria,
calendar, campaign, dangerous, deceive, ecstasy, facilities,
ignorance, pamphlet, pandemonium

“...a deerskin ball scooped up by a Tekwaarathon stick”—
a sport played with a webbed stick and ball—a precursor
to the modern-day game, lacrosse.
21. Ohkwa’ri’s mother taught him that he is never alone.
Why would he take comfort from the light of the full
moon?  his people celebrate festivals by the light of
the moon—familiar ceremonies give continuance and
permanence—both comforting
22. Why does Ohkwa’ri’s father spend time with the Turtle
clan?  as an uncle to his sister’s children, he helps
with the upbringing of his nieces and nephew; his
father is of a different clan than Ohkwa’ri
23. When Grabber leaves to foolishly collect a bear cub,
why does no one stop him?  each person has to learn
from his or her mistakes

A Treasury of Poetry for Young People | p. 15

Language Arts
Creative Expression | Literary Analysis Overview
and Two Perspectives
Alternative Spelling | Sentences
Words: absence, academic, accept, access, cafeteria,
calendar, campaign, dangerous, deceive, ecstasy, facilities,
ignorance, pamphlet, pandemonium

Optional: Wordly Wise 3000 Book 8 | Exercise 1B

4 | Week 1 | Section Two | Parent Guide | American Historical Literature
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14. Why do you think stories were only to be told during the
time when “days are short and the nights are long”?  to
keep people focused on necessary work; to while away
the long, cold nights when less food was available

Day 4
Literature
Children of the Longhouse | Chapters 7–8
To Discuss After You Read

24. In Ohkwa’ri’s culture the “giver did not give a gift to be
thanked for it, but because the giving was from the
heart.” What do you think of this idea? Would you want
to be thanked?

©2020 by BookShark, LLC. All rights reserved. Do not copy without written permission from BookShark, LLC.

25. How did the three types of councils differ?  a small
one was limited to the people of their village; a midsized council was called between all three clans of the
People of the Flint; a Grand Council included all the
clans of the 5 Nations of the League
26. How was wampum used?  as a signal the council was
to begin, to carry a message, to remind the people of
an agreement, and to explain the relationships between nations
“...and the invisible beings of the four directions who
are the messengers of the Creator.” A reminder of the spirt
worship...
27. Why does Wide Awake propose the people play Tekwaarathon?  to regain the health of a beloved elder,
as the people join with the purpose of encouraging
him to throw off his depression; to bring pleasure to
the Creator who gave the people the game
28. How were ill people healed? How does that differ from
medical care you receive?  people used medicinal
plants to restore health and balance; if ill spirits came,
a proper ceremony that apologized to the spirits was
needed; evil spirits could be sent by wicked people
29. How does Ohkwa’ri show leadership when he plays the
ball game?  he doesn’t hog the ball but allows his
teammates to score with his help

A Treasury of Poetry for Young People | pp. 16–17

Language Arts
Creative Expression | Literary Analysis Overview
and Two Perspectives
How to Evaluate this Assignment

How did your students fare on this first assignment? If
you’re just starting school again after a break, it can take
a little bit to get your students’ writing momentum going.
By the same token, if you prefer to school year-round, we
hope this less-structured assignment is a nice way to ease
in to a new year of Creative Expression.

If this was your students’ maiden “independent” voyage,
how did it go? Did they manage their time well? Did you
see evidence that the main steps in the writing process
were completed over the course of the week? Being able
to work independently on an assignment without a lot of
guidance is a huge skill for them to know both in life and
if they choose to pursue college one day. Make note of
any areas in which this independent work could use a little
coaching and plan to touch base with them periodically as
they work over the next couple of weeks.
Rubrics

Have you ever wondered how you should evaluate your
students’s writing? Much of literary critique is subjective,
but we understand that sometimes its helpful to have a
concrete way to help you focus your critique. A rubric is a
simple form that will help you give point values to certain
characteristics of an assignment.
Each week, review the rubrics we offer and keep the
listed items in mind as your students work on the assignment. When they turn in their work, use the topics in the
rubric to help you determine how your students performed each skill. Use the rubrics to help you more clearly
gauge the areas your students could use more work and
make note to revise your instruction accordingly. If you
like, share the rubric with your students at the beginning
of the week so they know how you will evaluate their
work.
Now that your students are older, start to focus your
evaluation more on the final result than the process. This
year, start to hone the writing they’re producing. Watch for
them to vary sentence structures, use clever word choice,
and create papers that flow and are easy to read. For some
students you will need to challenge them to elaborate
more, others will need to practice expressing themselves
succinctly. When they write to argue an opinion, they
should provide evidence to support their ideas—either
with examples or research, depending on what the assignment requires. They should start to find their own writing
voice and be able to express themselves clearly in their
writing.
Regardless of whether you meet on Day 3 for an early
review of their work or not, you should simply evaluate
and grade what you see when they turn in their final
papers today.
For more information about rubrics, how to create your
own and how to help your students use them independently as they grow, see the “Teaching Writing to High
School Students” article in Section Four.
Use the rubric that follows to help you evaluate this
assignment. If you can gain a sense of both sides of the
situation they choose to describe, then they have successfully completed this assignment.

American Historical Literature | Parent Guide | Section Two | Week 1 | 5

Two Perspectives Rubric
Content
_______

5 pts

Paper describes two perspectives
of the same situation in equal
depth

_______

5 pts

Paper conveys thoughts of both
parties

_______

5 pts

Paper conveys emotions of both
parties

_______

5 pts

The sentences express
complete ideas

_______

5 pts

The uses correct spelling, capitalization and punctuation

_______

÷ 25 pts possible = _______ %

Mechanics

Alternative Spelling | Posttest
Words: absence, academic, accept, access, cafeteria,
calendar, campaign, dangerous, deceive, ecstasy, facilities,
ignorance, pamphlet, pandemonium

Optional: Wordly Wise 3000 Book 8 | Exercise 1C

n
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Total pts

Literature/Language Arts
Date:

Literature
Children of the Longhouse
A Treasury of Poetry for
Young People

Week 2

Day 1

6

Day 2

7

Schedule

Day 3

8

Day 4

chaps. 9-10

chaps. 11-12

chap. 13-Epilogue

pp. 18–19

pp. 20–21

pp. 22–23

pp. 24–25

Write

Sentences

Posttest

Exercise 1E
& Vocabulary
Extension
pp. 1–3

Lesson 2 &
Exercise 2A

9

Day 5

10
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Language Arts
Creative Expression

Moral of the Story

Alternative Spelling

Pretest

Optional:
Wordly Wise 3000 Book 8

Exercise 1D

Optional:
Analogies 1

pp. 4–6

Other Notes

Day 1

Language Arts

Literature

Creative Expression | Moral of the Story

Children of the Longhouse | Chapters 9–10
To Discuss After You Read

1. Hand Talker believes Grabber and his friends have
“twisted thoughts.” What do you think?
2. As the Clan Mother, “she had to think far beyond just
one growing season.” What did that include?  where
to clear the forest, and what soil conditions would work
the best for the necessary corn

In Chapter 10, Ohkwa’ri refers to a story about a ball
game between the animals and the birds. He says, “In that
story…I think there are many lessons. But one of them,
one that my sister and I have been thinking about, is the
importance of using your eyes well.”
Think about a story that has taught you an important
lesson. It might be a fable, a family story, or a favorite
book. Write about what you learned from the story. Your
final product will have the feel of a reflective journal entry.

A Treasury of Poetry for Young People | pp. 18–19

N Special Note to Mom or Dad

 Map Point

d

Timeline Suggestion
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Note to Parents: This week’s assignment is very introspective, so give your students space to reflect on their
thoughts about the topic. Encourage them to think about
this topic and develop their writing throughout the week.
Do they have additional thoughts to add? Could they
think of a way to communicate what they’re thinking and
feeling more clearly? We encourage you not to evaluate
this assignment too rigidly. Perhaps you’ll want to simply
read this assignment and consider it a precious inside-look
at your students’ current view of themselves, their world,
and their influences.

I’ll always remember sitting on Grandpa’s lap listening to him tell the story of his first day in the navy.
He was just 18 years old and ready to make a name
for himself. As the new recruits lined up, Grandpa
noticed a young man who looked nervous, lonely,
and out of shape. Grandpa had an important decision to make. He could either distance himself from
this young man and try to impress the officers or
take him under his wing. Although he feared being
“brought down” by the nervous recruit, Grandpa became his first friend in the navy. It turns out Enlistee
Parker was nervous, lonely, and out of shape. But he
was also smart and fiercely loyal. The two became
fast friends, despite their very different appearances,
and helped one another in many ways. On more than
one occasion, Parker saved my grandpa’s life. It’s a
story I love to listen to again and again.

Let this information simmer in your mind as you prepare
to analyze the story’s lesson or moral tomorrow.

3. Describe the preparation for the big game.  people
came from other villages and tribes to watch; the
course was huge with no true side boundaries; the
teams met to discuss strategy; the “old men” team
chanted to unite their spirits

A Treasury of Poetry for Young People | pp. 20–21

Language Arts
Creative Expression | Moral of the Story
Reread yesterday’s summary. How does it sound to you
today? Have you recapped the story in a clear, concise
way? Now that you’ve considered the next section (analyzing the lesson), do you feel this summary provides enough
background information?
Today, you’ll move on to the next part of your journal
entry – analyzing the lesson. Be careful not to jump right
into application, or how you’ve applied the lesson to your
own life. Focus on a general lesson that anyone could
draw from the story. Have you heard this lesson anywhere
else? Did you understand it before? What does it mean to
you now? Try to aim for another half page of writing here.
I’d always heard the expression “Don’t judge a book
by its cover,” but it never made much sense to me.
I guess I always applied it to actual books and not
to people. Hearing my grandpa entertain us with
tales of clumsy, unpopular Parker who always came
through in the end helped me truly appreciate that
wise saying. Grandpa’s stories about the navy taught
me that there is value in everyone, no matter what
your first (or tenth) impression of that person might
be. They also helped me to realize that being friendly
and compassionate can never make me look bad.
Someone else’s insecurities or unpopularity can’t rub
off on me and anyone who judges me for being kind
is not someone whose opinion I care about. I think
learning this lesson through personal stories from
Grandpa made it more valuable than if I had just
learned it in a book or as a generic saying.

Alternative Spelling | Pretest

Alternative Spelling | Write

Words: insistence, instructor, committee, companies,
apparently, actual, lieutenant, conceive, liveliest, maneuver, athletic, whole, wholly, handicapped

Words: insistence, instructor, committee, companies,
apparently, actual, lieutenant, conceive, liveliest, maneuver, athletic, whole, wholly, handicapped

Optional: Wordly Wise 3000 Book 8 | Exercise 1D

Again, you’ll notice some soft c words this week (insistence, conceive). If you struggled last week with the vowels in deceive or this week with conceive, remember that
these words do follow the rule, “i before e, except after c,
unless it says a as in neighbor or weigh.”

Day 2
Literature
Children of the Longhouse | Chapters 11–12
Vocabulary

Ululating: howl or wail as an expression of strong emotion.
Melee: a confused fight, skirmish, or scuffle.

8 | Week 2 | Section Two | Parent Guide | American Historical Literature
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Your journal entry should include three main parts: a
brief summary of the story, an analysis of the lesson, and
a discussion of how you have applied it in your life. Today,
start by drafting a short summary. Aim for about half of
a page of writing that summarizes the main points of the
story. Imagine your reader is completely unfamiliar with
the story and you have to retell it in a limited amount of
time and space. Keep your personal voice strong, even
when writing the summary. Here’s an example of what a
journal entry might look like:

To Discuss After You Read

Day 3

Day 4

Literature

Literature

Children of the Longhouse | Chapter 13–Epilogue

Note to Parents: Today is a great day to review any of
the Literary Analysis Overview from Week 1, Day 1—especially if it felt rushed that first day or if you feel your
students need reinforcement of the concepts. Now
that your students have finished reading Children of the
Longhouse, discuss how each concept applies to the book.
Ideas like setting and character should be fairly black-andwhite. Plot development and theme might require deeper
examination of the text.

To Discuss After You Read

4. The medicine man believes Grabber will run again
the three moons time. How long is that?  90 days or
around 13 weeks
5. The transformation of Grabber is a good example of
irony. How so?  the medicine man of the village
Grabber wanted to attack saved Grabber’s life and the
medicine man adopted Grabber and trained him

©2020 by BookShark, LLC. All rights reserved. Do not copy without written permission from BookShark, LLC.

A Treasury of Poetry for Young People | pp. 22–23

Language Arts

Language Arts
Creative Expression | Moral of the Story

Creative Expression | Moral of the Story
If you’ve been spending the past couple of days mulling
this assignment over in your mind, you should be ready
to tackle the final piece! Today, reflect on how you have
applied the lesson in your own life. How are you creating
your own true story of this lesson in action? If you’re really
stuck for an example, describe a hypothetical situation or
tell how you plan to apply the lesson in the future.
As you reflect on your experience, refer back to the original
story and the lesson. Although this piece is a journal entry, try
to wrap up your thoughts with a conclusion or resolution.
Note to Parents: If you like, check in on your students’
writing today to ensure it includes three distinct elements:
a summary, analysis of the lesson, and reflection/application. Don’t become distracted by editing errors – this is
a piece that will likely never need a final perfected draft.
Instead, find ways to appreciate how your students show
their maturity through self-reflection.

Alternative Spelling | Sentences
Words: insistence, instructor, committee, companies,
apparently, actual, lieutenant, conceive, liveliest, maneuver, athletic, whole, wholly, handicapped
Having trouble remembering whether a word ends in
–er or –or? A loose rule of thumb (there are some exceptions) is that if the word has a –ion form, it ends with –or.
For example, the word instruct can become instruction, so
it is instructor and not instructer. Try act, profess, conduct.

Optional: Wordly Wise 3000 Book 8 | Exercise 1E
& Vocabulary Extension
Optional: Analogies 1 | pp. 1–3

A Treasury of Poetry for Young People | pp. 24–25

Today is the day to share and discuss your writing. Does
your journal entry sound personal and reflective? Does
the writing flow from one section to another? Does the
summary touch on the main elements of literary analysis?
Try sharing your work with at least one person who is
familiar with the original story and who knows you well
and another person who doesn’t have that level of background knowledge. Ask them both for feedback.
Note to Parents: If possible, share your students’ writing with friends or family members who would appreciate
the lessons they are learning. In our example, the story
came from the writer’s grandfather. Imagine how happy
he’d be to receive a copy in the mail! Just be sure to get
permission from the writer first!
How to Evaluate This Week’s Assignment

Because this week’s assignment is so personal, we recommend responding in kind. Instead of using a checklist
or rubric to dissect the level of writing skill, respond to the
heart of the message by writing back to your students.
We’ve included an example below.
If you feel your students’ writing is in need of heavy revising or editing in order to even be readable, hang on to it for a
few weeks. Then, as writing skill lessons arise in other lessons,
pull this assignment out again and apply one skill at a time.
Dear Hannah,
I had forgotten all about Enlistee Parker until I
read your journal entry! It sure brought back some
wonderful memories. Grandpa passed on some important lessons to you, and I’m especially glad you
remember this one.
I know Grandpa would be proud of how you are
applying the lesson “Don’t judge a book by its cover.”
I’m thinking about your birthday party last month
and how you decided to invite everyone from youth
group. I’m sure you have your favorites and your not-

American Historical Literature | Parent Guide | Section Two | Week 2 | 9

so-favorites, but you welcomed everyone equally. I
didn’t tell you this at the time, but I got a call from
one mother saying how grateful she was because her
daughter doesn’t get many invites.
You really are making a difference in the world
around you and I’m glad you have the confidence to
accept others. What do you think about sending a
copy of your journal entry to Grandma?
Great work!
Love,

Alternative Spelling | Posttest
Words: insistence, instructor, committee, companies,
apparently, actual, lieutenant, conceive, liveliest, maneuver, athletic, whole, wholly, handicapped

Optional: Wordly Wise 3000 Book 8 | Lesson 2A &
Exercise 2A
Optional: Analogies 1 | pp. 4–6

n

Dad
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Alternative Spelling
Optional:
Wordly Wise 3000 Book 8
Optional:
Analogies 1

Timed Essay (argumentative essay)
Pretest

Write

Exercise 2B

pp. 7–8
word pairs 1–12

Other Notes

Day 1
Literature
Amos Fortune: Free Man | pp. 2–33
Initial Comments

Amos Fortune knew freedom, both its beauty and its
cost. You will likely have a better understanding of freedom when you’re done with this book, and a great affection and respect for Amos.
Overview

Slavers captured African-born Prince At-mun, later Amos
Fortune, at age fifteen. After the horrific middle passage
to America, a Boston Quaker bought him and befriended

him. For fifteen years, Amos lived with the man and his
family and refused all offers of freedom. When the man
died, a tanner purchased Amos and taught him his trade.
Amos served him until he paid for much of his freedom;
then the tanner’s widow freed him. Amos was 59 then,
and decided to marry. He tanned and bought a woman
out of slavery. She was his wife for a year, until her death.
Amos freed another woman, and she, too, was his wife for
a year, until her death. The third woman Amos freed was
younger, and the two, together with the woman’s daughter, saved their money and then moved to Amos’ dream
community, at the base of a mountain. He worked there
diligently and finally bought twenty-five acres of his own,
where his family lived happily. He died at the age of 91.

N Special Note to Mom or Dad

 Map Point

d

Timeline Suggestion
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Setting

This biography takes place from 1710–1801, beginning
in Africa near the equator and then moving to various cities in New England.
Characters

Amos Fortune: a round, dynamic character, grows from
an uneducated slave to an educated, wise man in his community. Violet: Amos’ wife, a somewhat static character but
surprises the reader.
Point of View

The story’s perspective is third-person omniscient, in
which we know what is in Amos’ mind and in the minds of
other characters.
Conflict

Theme

No surprise from the title: Freedom. Worth working for;
worth waiting for; not to be treated lightly.
Vocabulary

… secured his wrists with bamboo withes … (rope made
of twisted twigs or stems)
… something had made them abashed … (embarrassed,
uneasy, ashamed, disconcerted)
… from the sedgy shore … (overgrown with grassy plants
having solid stems, leaves in vertical rows and spikes of small
flowers)
… for the truculent black … (inclined to destructiveness or
violence)
***
mangroves: tropical evergreen trees or bushes that usually grow along the coast.
cormorants: marine diving birds, darkly colored with
webbed feet, small hooked bill and a pouch.
Quaker: The Religious Society of Friends, or the Quakers,
are a religious group without a specified set of doctrines.
However, they all adhere to basic “testimonies” referred to
as the “unity of the spirit”. They believe in the “Inner Light”,
as the basic guiding force for each person. Historically,
Quakers are pacifist Christians, but many now are atheist,
Universalist, or nonreligious. Today Quakers are primarily
concentrated in the United States, Kenya, and Bolivia.

The price of a slave in the U.S. was about the price of a
good car today: $30,000 to $40,000. Today, slaves around
the world (because slavery still exists) can be purchased
for a few dollars. Such a devaluing of human life! (For
more, see Benjamin Skinner’s A Crime So Monstrous.)
2. Can you think of a character v. character conflict, and a
character v. self conflict in these pages?  At-mun-shi v.
slavers (or At-mun v. slavers); At-mun v. himself as he tries
to remember his dignity, his birthright
3. Describe how Amos gets from his village to
America.  first passage, from the village to the sea: in
shackles, given no food, forced to sit in the sun for hours,
whipped; at the sea, forced into ten-foot-deep pits with
many other people, treated as animals, must fight for
food and water, no order, protection from sun but not
rain—lasts three weeks; middle passage, from Africa to
America: for two months, 345 people, all taller than four
feet and under age 25, enter the hold, which they must
stoop to enter and lie on their sides in spoon fashion,
wrists and ankles chained, little food, whipping at slight
provocation, washes with salt water daily
Timeline and Map Activities

Please refer to Section Four of the History Guide for
Instructions on how to complete the Timeline and Map
Activities. In addition, please read “Why You Will Find
Contradictions in History” in Section Three of the History
Guide.



Boston, MA Q (map 1)
The Gold Coast; Africa; Atlantic Ocean (see map below)
1

2

A

Atlantic Ocean

4

AFRICA

B

To Discuss After You Read

Note: It is important to note that racism and slavery were
not only problems among white people, but that black
people captured other black people to be sold into slavery.
Slavery is sometimes an issue of greed and not skin color
alone.

3

The Gold Coast
C

D
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Captured by slave traders in Africa and brought to America
as a slave, Amos Fortune’s life was filled with conflict. Perhaps
the main conflict, though, is person v. society (Amos must
work to keep his dignity in a nation that views him as a slave).

1. The white traders exchanged molasses, rum, tobacco, and gunpowder for the captured slaves. Think
about these trades. Were they beneficial at all to the
Africans?  horribly, none of the traded goods were
necessary to African life; it seems that, if they wanted
something sweet, they could have grown sugar cane
themselves, and produced their own molasses; rum and
tobacco are not necessary for life, and, in many cases, diminish either longevity or right actions; gunpowder could
be useful for protection and hunting, but was not necessary for those who could trap or use traditional weapons;
it could also be used negatively, either for poaching, or
enslaving more; the African slavers sold Africans and
received vices and unnecessary goods in return

A Treasury of Poetry for Young People | pp. 26–27

Language Arts
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Creative Expression | Timed Essay Practice
This week’s assignment is designed to help you prepare
for timed essays. You have a specific task, a limited amount
of time, and detailed criteria to meet.
In this case, you will have to read a short quote and then
form an opinion on a question and defend it in writing.
Your goal is to write a well-argued position essay in only
35 minutes.
This is not the place to write a compelling story with
sensory details and dialogue. You should write an essay
with a specific thesis that states your claim and includes
evidence to back it up.
To do well, you have to manage your time well. Here is a
recommended strategy:
1) Spend 5 minutes carefully reading the question and
planning out what you are going to write. A brief outline
should include a thesis statement and, for each paragraph,
a reason or evidence along with supporting details. Don’t
waste time here writing out complete sentences. Just jot
some quick ideas to give yourself a general structure.
2) Spend 20 minutes writing your essay.
3) Spend 10 minutes reading through your essay, checking for any mistakes, and making whatever quick revisions
you can.
To earn a high score on your essay, it must:
1. Effectively and insightfully develop a point of view
on the issue;
2. Demonstrate outstanding critical thinking, using
clear and appropriate examples, reasons, and
other evidence as support;
3. Be well-organized and clearly-focused, with a logical progression of ideas;
4. Exhibit skillful use of language, including specific
vocabulary;
5. Demonstrate meaningful variety in sentence structure.

When they’re ready to begin, we recommend that you
act as a “helpful” proctor as your students work. Above, we
have outlined a suggested timeline to help your students
use their 35 minutes well. As they work, watch the clock
for them. Announce when they have 2 minutes until they
should switch activities, and then announce (in an encouraging way!) when they should be moving on to the next
step.
The rest of this week, your students will work to revise
the essay they write today and then try again with another
prompt. When today’s timed practice is over, talk with
them about the experience. What did they feel they did
well? What worried them or caused them stress? Brainstorm ways that they could overcome these stressors.

Alternative Spelling | Pretest
Words: beginning, celebrate, loyalty, meant, practically,
playwright, formally, formerly, proceed, sorrowful, susceptible, eloquently, punctuation, qualities

Optional: Wordly Wise 3000 Book 8 | Exercise 2B
Optional: Analogies 1 | pp. 7–8 word pairs 1–12

Day 2
Literature
Amos Fortune: Free Man | pp. 34–52
Vocabulary

… his dark face looked more bewildered than stolid …
(little to no emotion, impassive)
… one weaver’s loom and sundry appurtenances, two …
(sundry: various; appurtenances: tools, clothing, or other
instruments used for a specific trade)
***
Meeting: the term Quakers use for their weekly religious
meeting.
First Day: the Quakers’ term for Sunday.

So, let’s go! Today, set a timer for 35 minutes and then
write as clearly and concisely as possible on the following
prompt: “That which doesn’t slay me, strengthens me.” Do
you agree or disagree?

pewter: a metal commonly used for utensils and dishes,
comprised of antimony, copper, and lead.

Note to Parents: This week’s essay is an example of
persuasive writing. The purpose is to make a claim (such as
an opinion or stance on an issue) and support it through
relevant reasons, examples, and evidence. An effective
persuasive essay also addresses counter-claims, or the opposing point of view, to show why it is less compelling.

4. Although Quakers didn’t keep slaves, Caleb bought
one. What justification does he give, and do you think
he is justified?  they were not able to get everything
done around the house; the slave would have good treatment with him, compared with other places; he would
teach the boy; he also mentions that he did not bid on
the boy, but bought him outright; Do you think it would
have better if he had bought the boy, and granted him
freedom, then taught him and treated him as a family
member? it seems fairly obvious that he isn’t too keen

Before you start the timer for today’s practice, make sure
your students understand the assignment and the type of
writing they should aim for.

To Discuss After You Read
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on freeing his slave; His payment to purchase At-mun
may have helped prolong the slave trade, and it certainly
helped enrich the slavers; but, if it helped At-mun lead a
better life than he would have, maybe this was a mercy;
it’s a hard question
5. Why does Amos not accept manumission from the
Copelands, and what do you think of his reasons?  he
does not believe he is ready; he has seen too many former
slaves who find freedom harder to bear than servitude.
He also enjoys the security that comes from the older and
wiser man as protector, of dignity and companionship of
family; if he were freed, he would no longer be a member
of the Copeland family.

A Treasury of Poetry for Young People | p. 28

Creative Expression | Timed Essay Practice
How did it go yesterday? Were you able to complete your
essay in the allotted time? Are you happy with the result?
Today, review and revise your essay with the following areas in mind: organization (does my essay flow in a
logical manner?), focus (do I narrowly address the topic?),
development (do I fully develop my essay, i.e. do what I
say I’m going to do?), word choice (have I used appropriate vocabulary?), sentence fluency (are my sentences
easy to read?), and grammar and mechanics (is my essay
“technically” correct?).
If you’d like some extra practice today, try the task again
by addressing the opposite point of view. Work through
the same steps as yesterday to plan, write, and revise your
essay. Which one came out better? Tomorrow, we’ll start
again with a new prompt.

Alternative Spelling | Write
Words: beginning, celebrate, loyalty, meant, practically,
playwright, formally, formerly, proceed, sorrowful, susceptible, eloquently, punctuation, qualities

Revolutionary War (1775–1781): The American colonies
rebelled against the economic policies and forced governing of England. France, Spain, and the Netherlands all
joined in the revolt against England, helping the colonies
to obtain their freedom.
To Discuss After You Read

Notes: “The new country that had established itself
with such eager rapidity was feeling more sure of itself. In
the strength that had been born and tested through the
subduing of a wilderness, it had begun to dare to assert
its independence” (p. 57). As America asserts its independence from England, Amos asserts his independence; he
no longer feels the same desire for a protector.
Amos, in his sixtieth year, believes there is still time for
him. He had “something to live for. When a man had that
he could go on for a long time” (p. 69). It’s amazing how
much Amos accomplishes in a time of life often reserved
today for “retirement,” a time to do little of profit or value.
6. Lydia had tried to kill herself on the Middle Passage,
as she came to America as a slave. Do you think, at the
time of her death, she would have wished that she
could have died back then?  answers will vary; she
would say, with love, “I got to live with Amos. I got to sing
and laugh. My life was sweet, in spite of the hardship”; a
passing trouble, a hard life, a sweet end
Timeline and Map Activities


Woburn, MA W (map 1)

A Treasury of Poetry for Young People | p. 29

Language Arts
Creative Expression | Timed Essay Practice

Day 3
Literature
Amos Fortune: Free Man | pp. 53–80
Vocabulary

… Richardson, tanner, and Amos Fortune: chattel, knew
… (slave)
… she’s as lame as a spavined horse … (a horse with disabled legs or feet)
***
Boston Tea Party (1773): England levied taxes on the
American Colonies, but allowed them no representation
in Parliament. The colonists boycotted taxed tea brought

Are you ready to give it another go? Now that you’ve
experienced writing an essay on an assigned topic in only
35 minutes, you can apply what you learned. Try to make
today’s writing even better.
Remember, we recommend a strategy of 5 minutes
planning, 20 minutes writing, and 10 minutes revising.
However, you can adjust that based on your experience on
Day 1.
Also remember that your essay should:
1. Effectively and insightfully develop a point of view
on the issue;
2. Demonstrate outstanding critical thinking, using
clearly appropriate examples, reasons, and other
evidence as support;

14 | Week 3 | Section Two | Parent Guide | American Historical Literature
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Language Arts

in by the British East Company, and drank instead tax-free
tea smuggled in from other sources. Three ships carrying
taxed tea anchored in the Boston harbor, and in protest,
the Sons of Liberty dressed up as Indians, stole on board,
and threw the tea overboard. This act of defiance against
the British government helped start the Revolutionary War.

3. Be well-organized and clearly-focused, with a logical progression of ideas;

Language Arts

4. Exhibit skillful use of language, including specific
vocabulary;

Creative Expression | Timed Essay Practice

Words: beginning, celebrate, loyalty, meant, practically,
playwright, formally, formerly, proceed, sorrowful, susceptible, eloquently, punctuation, qualities

Today, evaluate your Day 3 writing. How does this essay
compare with the one you wrote on Day 1 (and possibly
Day 2)? What have you learned about writing a timed essay on a given topic?
Review and revise your essay today. Remember to check
for organization, development, word choice, sentence,
and grammar and mechanics.
Again, if you feel you need some extra practice or would
like to challenge yourself, try the task again by addressing
the opposite point of view.
Choose your best essay from this week to turn in for
assessment.

Optional: Wordly Wise 3000 Book 8 | Exercise 2C

How To Evaluate This Week’s Assignment

5. Demonstrate meaningful variety in sentence structure.
Set a timer for 35 minutes and then write as clearly and
concisely as possible on the following prompt: Adults
have it easier than kids. Do you agree or disagree?

©2020 by BookShark, LLC. All rights reserved. Do not copy without written permission from BookShark, LLC.

Alternative Spelling | Sentences

Day 4
Literature
Amos Fortune: Free Man | pp. 81–108
Vocabulary

tanbark: bark rich in tannin that was cut and bruised to
use for tanning.
spud: a sharp tool shaped like a spade.
barking mallet: a large-headed hammer, used to bruise
the tanbark without damaging it.
rollers: cylindrical devices that the leather is rolled between during the tanning process.
beam: a large oblong log used as horizontal support.

This writing assignment, with its strict time constraints
and structure, is practice for standardized tests. Therefore,
evaluate it in the same light. Use the rubric on the following page to help guide your assessment. Share the process
with your students, and not just the end result. You’ll notice that the rubric does not result in a single overall score
(do not add up the individual performance indicators). Its
purpose is to describe each area of the writing independently and provide feedback for growth.
Keep in mind that this is the first assignment of this
type, but it won’t be the last. Refer back to this evaluation later in the year when your students try a similar task
again.

Alternative Spelling | Posttest
Words: beginning, celebrate, loyalty, meant, practically,
playwright, formally, formerly, proceed, sorrowful, susceptible, eloquently, punctuation, qualities

Optional: Wordly Wise 3000 Book 8 | Exercise 2D

raddled: withered and broken.

n

To Discuss After You Read

It is amazing to hear that in one partial day, they constructed a shelter and fireplace. The skill and physical labor
those early settlers had (and, by today’s standards, the
“privations” they must have endured): amazing.
Timeline and Map Activities


Keene E and Jaffrey R, NH; Monadnock Mountain T
(map 1)

A Treasury of Poetry for Young People | pp. 30–31
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Timed Essay Rubric
Level 5

Level 3

Level 1

Content
Clear, interesting introduction
states a claim. The text has
an effective structure and
organization that follows from
the claim.

States a claim.
Overall, the text is organized
logically.

No clear statement of a claim.
Little evidence of organization
or structure.

Development

Sufficient relevant evidence
to support the claim. Level
of detail is appropriate to
the task. Possibly considers
counterclaims. Concluding
statement effectively reinforces
the claim.

Reasons support the argument
logically and demonstrate
understanding of the topic.
Concluding statement restates
the claim.

Reasons do not clearly support
the argument or include few/no
details. Concluding statement is
illogical or missing.

Language

Uses various, relevant words,
phrases, and clauses to show
the relationship between
reasons and the claim. Links
major sections of the text. Uses
sophisticated language and
specific vocabulary.

Words, phrases, and clauses link
ideas clearly. Uses appropriate
language and vocabulary.

Lacks the use of linking words
and phrases or uses them
incorrectly. Inaccurate or inappropriate use of language and
vocabulary.

Demonstrates proficient
command of conventions and
grammar with few/no errors.

Demonstrates gradeappropriate command of
conventions and grammar with
occasional errors that do not
hinder comprehension.

Demonstrates a lack of command of conventions and grammar with frequent errors that
hinder comprehension.

Mechanics
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Organization

“American Historical Literature”—Scope and Sequence: Schedule for Topics and Skills
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Weeks Alternative Spelling

Creative
Expression Geography

1

absence, academic, accept, access, cafeteria, calendar, campaign, dangerous, deceive, ecstasy, facilities, ignorance, pamphlet, pandemonium

Literary Analysis Overview &
Perspective

2

insistence, instructor, committee, companies, apparently, actual, lieutenant, conceive, liveliest, maneuver, athletic, whole, wholly, handicapped

Self Analysis

3

beginning, celebrate, loyalty, meant, practically, playwright, formally, formerly, proceed, sorrowful, susceptible, eloquently, punctuation, qualities

Timed Essay

4

author, deficient, enormous, stationary, stationery, transferred, wherever,
principal, principle, receipt, receive, indispensable

Persuasive
paper

5

sophomore, doctor, adolescent, autumn, becoming, especially, jealousy,
inauguration, eventually, valleys, cemetery, affect, effect, sovereignty

Publish a
newspaper

Pennsylvania; Fort McCord;
Turtle Creek; Allegheny River;
Monongahela River; Fort
Duquesne; Ohio River

6

accompanying, accomplishment, according, bachelor, capital, carrying,
drunkenness, extravagant, existence, safety, waive, wave, yacht

Publish a
newspaper
(cont.)

Genesee Town; Allegheny
River

7

awkward, auxiliary, business, cylinder, curriculum, dormitories, its, it’s (“It
is” is contracted to it’s; its is the possessive of it.), kindergarten, magnificent, obstacle, pantomime, realize

Publish a
newspaper
(cont.)

Presque Isle; Venango; Fort
Niagara; Quebec; Virginia

8

zinc, usual, separate, discuss, rivalry, believing, sandwich, wrench, beneficial, volume, vacuum, satisfaction, righteous, audience, breath, breathe

Publish a
newspaper
(cont.)

Susquehanna River; Fort
Ontario

9

enough, attack, increase, congratulations, zenith, intellectual, intelligent,
license, attitude, witnessed, suspense, loneliness, peculiarities, attendance, wonderful

Hooks

New York; Hudson River;
Catskill Mountains; Appalachian Mountains

10

interpretation, among, irrelevant, judgment (“In my judgment, you’re
wrong.”), labeled, decidedly, ascend, alphabet, emptiness, handkerchief,
leisurely, numerous, omit, omitted, phenomenon

Research
project

Lake Erie; Toronto

11

further, farther (“You can travel farther or further, but you can only further Research
a cause; you can’t farther it.”), condemn, compel, undoubtedly, advantaproject (cont.)
geous, metropolitan, aisle, allot (“Will you please allot me those towels?”),
a lot (“What a lot of towels there are!”), all right (“Everything’s going to be
all right. Things will never be ‘alright’—there’s no such word!”), edition,
tenant, opportunities, procedure, rhythm

Michigan; Pittsburgh; Arkansas; North Carolina; Chatham

12

genuine, contempt, indictment, appearance, choose, chose, chosen,
view, convenience, February, continuous

Flint, MI; Detroit, MI

13

chauffeur, incredible, coincidence, distinguished, dominant, already, all
Research
ready (“Are we all ready already?”), exaggerating, exceed, huge, humiliate, project (cont.)
immediately, haughtiness, altogether (“Altogether, there were more than
30 people at the party.”), all together (“We make a wonderful group when
we are all together.”)

14

strenuous, activities, diminish, typical, succeeding, controlled, disastrous,
everybody, shining, shoulder, emigrate (“To emigrate means to leave
a country or region to settle in a new one.”), immigrate (“To immigrate
means to enter a country in order to settle there.”), emphasize, fascinating, foreign, initiative

Critical analysis St. Petersburg, Missouri;
of conflict and Mississippi River
point of view

15

referred, connoisseur, thoroughly, previous, regrettable, supervisor, suppose, twelfth, twentieth, writing, yield, advertisement, advice, conscience
(“Doesn’t your conscience bother you when you do those things?”),
conscious (“I am conscious of having done nothing wrong.”), enemies

Translate colloquial speech
into familiar
language

Research
project (cont.)

The Gold Coast; Africa;
Atlantic Ocean; Boston, MA;
Woburn, MA; Keene; Jaffrey;
Monadnock Mountain

Jackson Island, Illinois
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“American Historical Literature”—Scope and Sequence:
Schedule for Topics and Skills (continued)

16

contemporary, descendant, exhausted, exhibit, exhilarate, probably, foreword (“Will you please write the foreword to my book?”), forward (“Move
forward slowly.”), grievous, dependent, guarantee, intolerance, introductory, invariable, reference

Epitaph

17

gaiety, exercise, discoveries, faithfulness, gauge, familiar, veteran, restaurant, supersede, grandeur, suspicious, families, goggles, syllable, ventilate

Critical analysis
of setting

18

mathematics, theories, considerable, piece (“May I have a piece of that
peach pie, please?”), peace (“They all cried, ‘Peace! Peace!’ but there was
no peace.”), planned, manufacturing, marriage, therefore, hurriedly,
consistent, picnicking, hygiene, desert (“You could die of thirst out on the
desert.”), dessert (“What a delicious dessert!”)

Narrative
writing

Santa Clara, California;
Seattle, Washington; British
Columbia; Queen Charlotte
Sound; Alaska; Yukon Territory; Spitezbergen Barrens

19

mosquitoes, analyze, shriek, multiplication, visible, miscellaneous, lightening, lightning, siege, maintenance, analysis, heavier, luxuries, mischief,
sponsor

Book Report

Tanana River, Circle
City;Yukon River, Stewart
River, Mayo, McQuestion

20

stubborn, appropriate, unnecessary, villain, studying, optimistic, origin,
News article
zigzag, subtle, unconscious, o’clock, knowledge, substantiate, mysterious,
language

Wisconsin; St. Louis; Peoria;
Shiloh

21

feasible, ache, decent (“That was the decent thing to do.”), descent (“Their Timed Essay
balloon made a swift and perilous descent.”), schedule, either, accurate,
financially, describe, eighth, accuse, hypocrite, imaginary, representative,
prefer, preferred

St. Louis; Detroit; Palmyra;
Bement; Tuscola; Argenta;
Farmer City; Joliet; Cimmaron
County; Oklahoma; Lubbock;
Dallas; Amarillo, Texas

22

research, prairie, vinegar, scientific, noticing, arctic, precedent (“You realize you’re establishing a precedent?”), president (“Who is the president
of this company?”), repetition, unbelievable, quarter, thirtieth, resources,
significance, prejudice, scholarship

Compare/
Contrast

California; New Mexico;
Arizona; Nevada

23

saucer, miniature, occurrence, persuade, tyranny, summary, undesirable,
misspelled, portrayed, occasion, vicinity, victim, scarcity, perspiration,
reverend

Thanksgiving
List

Arkansas; Texhoma, Nornan,
Oklahoma; Flagstaff, Arizona;
Chicago, Illinois

24

compliment (“That was a nice compliment.”), complement (“They sure do
complement one another, don’t they?”), synonymous, technical, technique, personal (“That’s a rather personal question, isn’t it?”), personnel
(“We need more personnel if we’re going to get this job done.”), straighten, vitamin, wealthiest, comprehension, stopping, beautiful, comfortably,
vaudeville

Narrative
writing

Mattoon, Illinois

25

proprietor, overwhelming, psychology, vengeance, together, tomorrow, uneasiness, neither, niece, moral (“She was a woman of great moral
fiber.”), morale (“That company suffers from low morale.”), across, possessions, whose, cheerfulness

Position paper

Champaign, IL; Seattle; Alabama; Philadelphia; Jamaica;
Mobile, Alabama; Saint Stephens; Montgomery; Boston;
Maycomb; Meridian, Mississippi; Tuscaloosa; Pensacola;
Cornwall, England

26

acquaint, doesn’t, basically, fourteen, fourth, mechanics, privilege,
stenographer, vegetable, Wednesday, your, you’re, politician, necessary,
argue

Character
analysis

Nashville, Tennesse; Mobile,
Alabama

27

altar (Abram made an altar of stone.), alter (“If you alter that structure, it
is likely to crumble.”), criticism, situation, aggravate, relieve, answer, characteristic, applied, approach, competence, harass, shepherd, concede,
similar

Character
study
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Weeks Alternative Spelling

Creative
Expression Geography

“American Historical Literature”—Scope and Sequence:
Schedule for Topics and Skills (continued)
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Weeks Alternative Spelling

Creative
Expression Geography

28

tremendous, several, passed (“He passed her in a flash.”), past (“That’s
all in the past.”), concern, influence, disease, efficient, physical, eligible,
almost, enthusiasm, aroused, equally, presence

Response
paper

29

specimen, escape, healthy, pronounce, helpful, except (“Except for that
one error, everything is correct!”), accept (“I accept your offer.”), hoping,
immense, individual, innocence, interest, jewelry, laboratory, councilor
(“A councilor is a member of a council.”), counselor (“My counselor gives
good counsel.”)

Perspective

30

antidote, specifically, detriment, ridiculous, possible, tragedy, reminisce,
amateur, prepare, hindrance, monotonous, irresistible, muscle (“A muscle
requires exercise if it is to be strong.”), mussel (“A mussel makes good eating.”), neighbor, particularly

Journal writing Pacific Grove, California;
and formal
Albany, NY; Epiphany, NY;
Florida
letter

31

strength, ninth, column, permanent, permit, courageous, temporarily,
really, phase, philosophy, apology, article, scene, renowned

Descriptive
writing

Rochester; Homer, NY; Seneca
Falls

32

valuable, unmanageable, scheme, noticeable, varieties, opinion, ingenious, advise (“Will you please advise me about this project?”), advice
(“My advice? Do it quickly!”), embarrass, paralyze, secretary, until, whenever, prescription

Poetry

Chicago, Illinois; Dallas, Texas;
Wisconsin

33

seize, successful, important, curiosity, delinquent, antiseptic, environment, device (“It’s a wonderful device!”), devise (“Will you help me devise
a good plan?”), challenge, anxiety, democracy, inadequate, sentence,
thought, tenement

Summary

Illinois; Missouri; Little Rock,
Arkansas; Shreveport, Louisiana; Oklahoma/Texas border;
Texas; Illinois River, Guadalupe River

34

questionnaire, suddenness, difference (“What difference does that
make?”), deference (“He treated her with great deference.”), dilemma,
sufficient, weather, whether (“Who knows whether the weather will be
good or bad?”), recommend, height, naturally, dissatisfied, dining room,
island, January

Sequel

Nebraska; Topeka, Kansas;
Oklahoma City; Fort Smith,
Arkansas; Amarillo, TX

35

weird, funeral, surprise, equipped, quiet, adjacent, recognize, unforgettable, excess (“Would you like the excess paper?”), access (“Only authorized
persons can gain access.”), village, trespass, persistent, fulfill, happening

Foreshadowing Detroit, IL

36

oppose, parallel, useful, disciple, primitive, symmetrical, temperature,
lengthening, awhile, a while (“A while is a noun; it is a period of time.
Awhile is an adverb; it tells how long someone did something.”), changeable, basis, medicine, perceive

Creative
writing
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